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7.1 OVERVIEW 

Partnership between the ACT and Commonwealth Governments is crucial for the effective 
delivery of services and infrastructure for the Canberra community.  

As one of the fastest growing communities in Australia, the ACT needs ongoing investment 
from all levels of government to ensure our infrastructure and services keep pace as we 
grow. The Commonwealth Government has significantly under-invested in Canberra in 
recent years – particularly in terms of delivering necessary infrastructure funding to support 
our city’s growth. 

With the current Commonwealth Government now having been returned for another term, 
we will be actively engaging with its representatives in an effort to secure a fairer deal for 
the ACT going forward.  

The Commonwealth has also made significant changes to Australia’s system of federal 
financial relations in the past year, by legislating for a major shift in how GST funding to the 
states and territories will be distributed from 2021-22. These changes are the most 
significant to the system of horizontal fiscal equalisation since the introduction of the GST 
itself in 2000.  

The Commonwealth Government engaged in no meaningful consultation with the states 
and territories before seeking to legislate these changes, consistent with their unilateral 
approach to decision-making in recent years. However, with a concerted joint effort through 
the Board of Treasurers, the states and territories were able to secure a legislated guarantee 
that no jurisdiction will be worse off as a result of these upcoming changes to the GST 
distribution arrangements. 

In parallel with these changes, the Commonwealth Grants Commission is in the final stages 
of its five-yearly review of its methods for assessing the GST needs of the states and 
territories. The results of the review are expected to be released in early 2020 and will have 
a significant effect on the ACT’s share of the GST from 2020-21. 

In 2019-20 the ACT will receive approximately $1.4 billion in GST revenue, representing an 
increase of $101.6 million compared with our 2018-19 projected allocation. This revenue 
increase has primarily been driven by the ACT’s strong ongoing population growth, which 
means there will also need to be increased investment in core services like health, 
education and transport on the expenditure side.  

In recent years the Commonwealth has placed a greater emphasis on needs-based funding 
models in Commonwealth payments to the states and territories for service delivery. While 
in principle this ensures a more equitable distribution of Commonwealth funding, it has 
coincided with reduced consultation on the conditions that are imposed on states and 
territories regarding its use. We would urge the Commonwealth Government to take the 
opportunity posed by a new term of Parliament to reset their approach to consultation with 
the states and territories.  
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The Commonwealth’s lack of engagement with the states and territories has also 
constrained action on issues of national importance such as climate change, tax reform, 
infrastructure investment and the sustainable provision of public services as Australia’s 
demographics change. The states and territories have taken up the mantle of cooperation 
and collaboration through the Board of Treasurers, which has provided a valuable forum to 
discuss and progress shared challenges across jurisdictions. However, there are limits to 
what states and territories can achieve on tax and other significant national reforms without 
meaningful engagement by the Commonwealth.  

Against this backdrop, the Bilateral Agreement on the National Disability Insurance Scheme 
was signed with the Commonwealth in March 2019. Other significant agreements with the 
Commonwealth in the past year include the renewal of the National Partnership Agreement 
on Land Transport Infrastructure until 30 June 2024. Further, negotiations between the 
Commonwealth and the states and territories are continuing on the 2020-25 Health Reform 
Agreement, which is due to be developed for the consideration and approval by the Council 
of Australian Governments by the end of 2019. 

The re-election of the current Commonwealth Government would be expected to deliver a 
degree of continuity in federal financial relations. However, there is a strong opportunity to 
instead reset the relationship with the states and territories to see us work more closely 
together on the shared challenges that lie ahead of our communities. This would be 
welcomed by the ACT Government and we urge the Commonwealth to pursue such a fresh 
approach in the new term of Parliament. 
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7.2 FEDERAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS 

The Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations provides the overarching 
framework for the financial relationship between the Commonwealth and the states and 
territories. The funding the ACT receives from the Commonwealth under the agreement 
recognises our unique circumstances as a city-state in a national capital setting and as a 
major regional centre. This means the ACT receives funding as both a territory government 
and as a local government, contributing to our capacity to invest in services and 
infrastructure to support the Canberra community. 

This chapter outlines the key features of federal financial relations in Australia, recent 
developments in the ACT’s financial relationship with the Commonwealth and Australia’s 
federal financial relations framework and the estimated financial implications for the ACT 
for 2019-20 and across the forward estimates.  

The information presented in this chapter is based on the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget 
released on 2 April 2019. This Budget was not passed by the Australian Parliament before 
the recent Commonwealth election, although the re-election of the current Government 
makes it likely this will happen in the near future. If there are material changes to 
Commonwealth policy settings or other areas of federal financial relations in the short term, 
we will provide an update on the implications of these for the ACT through the 2019-20 ACT 
Budget Review. 

Key features of federal financial relations 

The states and territories are responsible for the delivery of many essential services, 
including public hospitals and school education. However, the Commonwealth administers 
many of the significant taxation bases in Australia. As a result, the Commonwealth currently 
collects 75 per cent of combined general government revenue, but is responsible for only 
56 per cent of total government spending. In contrast, the states and territories are 
responsible for 44 per cent of total government spending, but collect only 25 per cent of 
combined revenue. 

This disparity between revenue and expenditure is known as vertical fiscal imbalance, and is 
addressed by significant transfers of funds to the states and territories from the 
Commonwealth. Consequently, the states and territories rely on the Commonwealth for 
between 35 and 73 per cent of their total revenue. The ACT currently receives 
approximately 43 per cent of our revenue from Commonwealth-administered revenue 
streams such as the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and other grants – the third-lowest ratio 
in the country. 

Federal financial relations in Australia are also characterised by differences in the ability of 
each state and territory to generate revenue from their own sources, as well as differences 
in the services required and the cost of delivering them in each state and territory. These 
differences create variance in the capacity of individual states and territories to provide 
services to their citizens – a situation referred to as horizontal fiscal imbalance.  
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Revenue from the GST – which is collected by the Commonwealth on behalf of the states 
and territories – is distributed between the different jurisdictions to address this imbalance. 
This process is called horizontal fiscal equalisation. 

Figure 7.2.1 below depicts the distribution of spending and revenue collection (including the 
GST) between the states and territories and the Commonwealth. 

Figure 7.2.1: 2017-18 estimated distribution of revenue collection and expenditure between the 
states and territories and the Commonwealth 

Distribution of revenue collection Distribution of expenditure 

Commonwealth
75%

State/
Territory

25%

Commonwealth
56%

State/
Territory

44%

 

Sources: ABS, Government Finance Statistics 2017-18 (5512.0) and Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development 
Directorate (CMTEDD) calculations. 
Note: Capital expenditure is not included. 

Recent developments in federal financial relations  
Australia’s system of federal financial relations is undergoing its most significant changes 
since the introduction of the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations in 
2008. The Commonwealth has legislated for substantial changes to the system of horizontal 
fiscal equalisation, following a Productivity Commission inquiry that reported in July 2018. 

The Productivity Commission recommended that the objective of horizontal fiscal 
equalisation be changed to provide states and territories with the fiscal capacity to provide 
services of a ‘reasonable standard’, rather than to the ‘same standard’ as was previously 
required. To facilitate this new objective, the Productivity Commission also recommended 
that the GST distribution be changed to equalise funding between jurisdictions to the 
national average fiscal capacity, rather than the fiscal capacity of the strongest jurisdiction, 
with any remaining GST being distributed between the jurisdictions on a per capita basis.  

The Commonwealth, while generally supportive of the Productivity Commission’s work, has 
legislated for a different approach. Instead of equalising to the national average fiscal 
capacity, the Commonwealth has changed the GST distribution method so that every state 
and territory has the same fiscal capacity as the stronger of either New South Wales or 
Victoria. This change will take effect over a transition period from 2021-22 to 2026-27. The 
Commonwealth Grants Commission will retain its role in determining the distribution of the 
GST under the new model. 
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In addition to the new benchmark for equalisation, the Commonwealth introduced a GST 
relativity1 floor, which will be set at 0.7 from 2022-23 before being raised to 0.75 in 
2024-25. As a result, no state or territory will receive less than 70 per cent of its per capita 
share of GST from 2022-23 and no less than 75 per cent of its per capita share from 
2024-25. Western Australia will also receive additional payments from the Commonwealth 
in 2019-20 and 2020-21 to give it funding equivalent to a 0.7 GST relativity. The Northern 
Territory will receive additional funding over this period to give it equivalent funding to a 
GST relativity of 4.66024, representing its relativity in 2017-18. 

As part of these changes, the Commonwealth has committed to providing ongoing top-up 
payments to the GST pool, with the aim of ensuring that no state or territory is worse off as 
a result of the changes. The Commonwealth will provide a $600 million top-up payment to 
the GST pool from 2021-22 and a further $250 million payment from 2024-25. Both 
payments will continue in perpetuity and be indexed to the growth rate in GST receipts. As 
these payments are part of the GST pool, they will be distributed between the states and 
territories in accordance with their respective GST relativities. 

Following collective pressure by the states and territories, the legislation also includes an 
explicit guarantee that no jurisdiction will be worse off as a result of the changes in the GST 
distribution. The Commonwealth has committed to provide additional funding to any state 
or territory that stands to lose GST funding as a result of the changes during the 2021-22 to 
2026-27 transition period. The Commonwealth has given assurances that any 
supplementary payments from this guarantee will not be offset by reductions in other 
sources of funding to the states and territories. 

The GST distribution process also continues to be reviewed by the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission as part of its 2020 Methodology Review of GST Revenue Sharing Relativities. 
The Commission’s draft report on the 2020 Review will be publicly released and the states 
and territories will have an opportunity to comment on it at the end of the 2018-19 financial 
year. Further details on the 2020 Review, including the work program for 2019-20, can be 
found later in this chapter. 

Federal financial relations over the last several years has been characterised by a greater 
emphasis on needs-based funding models for Commonwealth assistance to the states and 
territories. These needs-based models have gradually replaced the population-based models 
put in place by the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations.  

While there is considerable merit in the use of needs-based models for determining the 
distribution of Commonwealth grants, the shift towards their use has coincided with less 
consultation by the Commonwealth regarding the conditions that are imposed on the states 
and territories when distributing this funding.  

 

1. GST relativities summarise the fiscal capacity of each state and territory relative to the average fiscal capacity of all 
jurisdictions. It is a single figure representing each state or territory’s advantages and disadvantages in revenue raising 
and spending and Commonwealth government payments. A state or territory’s GST relativity shows the proportion of 
the national average GST per person it should receive in order to achieve horizontal fiscal equalisation. It does not 
measure how much of the GST raised in the state or territory is being returned to it. 
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The shift away from a collaborative approach to federal financial relations by the 
Commonwealth has been particularly evident through the use of Commonwealth legislation 
to mandate state and territory funding contributions under the new needs-based funding 
models. In particular, amendments to the Australian Education Act 2013 made in 2017 
impose conditions on the states and territories for funding under the National School 
Reform Agreement, which was signed by the ACT in 2018. Similarly, the Treasury Laws 
Amendment (National Housing and Homelessness Agreement) Act 2018 imposes new 
conditions on the states and territories for funding under the National Housing and 
Homelessness Agreement which took effect from 1 July 2018. 

A more collaborative and consultative approach from the Commonwealth in conjunction 
with the states and territories is required. At the start of a new term of parliament, we urge 
the Commonwealth to reset its financial relationship with the states and territories and 
return to a more consultative approach which recognises our shared responsibilities and 
capabilities in delivering services for all Australians. 

In relation to infrastructure, there would be significant benefit in realigning national 
infrastructure investment by the Commonwealth to also be delivered under a needs-based 
model. This would address the significantly unequal distribution of Commonwealth 
infrastructure funding between the states and territories (see Box 7.2.1). Empowering 
Infrastructure Australia to maintain a long-term pipeline of projects and giving it the 
autonomy to independently assess infrastructure priorities on the basis of economic, social 
and environmental needs and allocate Commonwealth funding for them would significantly 
improve the process of allocating infrastructure funding.  

In 2018-19, the ACT also signed the renewed National Partnership Agreement on Land 
Transport Infrastructure. This agreement will provide funding for road infrastructure in the 
ACT over the years to 2024, facilitating further investment in essential transport 
infrastructure within the ACT. 

For the ACT, 2018-19 was the final transition year for the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme, with the Territory entering into the full scheme arrangements from 1 July 2019. 
The NDIS is delivering real change for Canberrans with disability and the ACT Government is 
committed to the effective implementation of this important social reform. We understand 
that this means both investing in the NDIS and continuing to support Canberrans who are 
not eligible to access services through it. That is why the 2019-20 ACT Budget includes 
significant further investment to meet our full scheme contributions while continuing to 
provide local services and supports which are no longer classified as in-kind scheme 
contributions.  

In contrast to the relationship with the Commonwealth, there has been a resurgence of 
cooperation between the states and territories on federal financial relations in recent years. 
This has been driven by the establishment of the Board of Treasurers, which provides a joint 
forum for the Treasurers of the states and territories to collaborate on matters of common 
interest such as productivity-enhancing reform and planning for future population growth. 
Through the Board of Treasurers, joint state and territory positions on major areas of 
national reform have been developed and prosecuted with the Commonwealth.  
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One key initiative pursued by the Board of Treasurers in 2018-19 has been an agreement 
that state and territory Treasuries will cooperate to monitor implementation of the 
Commonwealth’s assurance that tied payments to states and territories will not be affected 
by the additional financial assistance provided under the reforms to horizontal fiscal 
equalisation. 

Further information on the agreements discussed here is provided later in this chapter and 
in the Statement of Risks at Appendix K.  

Sources of Commonwealth funding to the states and territories 

Under the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations the states and 
territories receive the following types of funding from the Commonwealth: 

• General Revenue Assistance 

• Payments for specific purposes  

• National Partnership Payments 

• Financial Assistance Grants to Local Government. 

As shown in Table 7.2.1 and illustrated by Figure 7.2.2 below, the ACT is expected to receive 
approximately 43 per cent of our total revenue – or $2.4 billion – from the Commonwealth 
in 2019-20. This is an increase of 5.6 per cent over last year’s Commonwealth funding of 
$2.3 billion and would make the ACT the third-least reliant jurisdiction on Commonwealth 
payments. However, the ACT’s total revenue includes general rates, which are used to 
support both state and local government expenses and are projected to constitute about 
17 per cent of the ACT’s total revenue in 2019-20.2 

On average, jurisdictions are estimated to receive 45 per cent of their funding from the 
Commonwealth in 2019-20,3 with an average of 55 per cent coming from their own sources. 

 

2. Ideally, only the proportion of general rates used for state and territory government type expenditure would be 
considered in this analysis, but as it is not possible to identify this proportion, all general rates revenue has been 
included.  

3. CMTEDD calculation based on 2019-20 Budgets for the Commonwealth, Western Australia, Northern Territory and 
Victoria and 2018-19 State Mid-Year Budget Reviews. 
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Table 7.2.1: State revenue profile from the Commonwealth, 2019-20 

  WA NSW ACT Vic Qld SA Tas NT 
Total Commonwealth funding 

($ billion) 
11.2 36.3 2.4 31.2 26.8 10.7 3.7 4.3 

GST funding (%) 11.2 21.3 25.3 25.3 24.5 34.8 40.3 47.7 
SPPs (%) 15.6 16.3 14.5 17.5 17.3 15.8 15.7 12.1 
NPPs (%) 5.6 3.8 2.5 3.0 4.5 4.7 4.4 9.1 
Other GRA (%) 2.6 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 
Total Commonwealth funding 

(%) 
35.0 41.4 43.0 45.8 46.3 55.3 60.4 73.2 

Own Source Revenue (%)1 65.0 58.6 57.0 54.2 53.7 44.7 39.6 26.8 

Sources: CMTEDD calculation based on 2019-20 Budgets for the Commonwealth, Victoria, Western Australia, Tasmania, 
the ACT and the Northern Territory and 2018-19 Mid-Year Budget Reviews for New South Wales, Queensland and South 
Australia. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
1. ACT Own Source Revenue is inclusive of local government revenue comprising general rates and the City Centre 

Marketing and Improvements Levy. 

Figure 7.2.2: State revenue profile from the Commonwealth, 2019-20 

 
Sources: CMTEDD calculation based on 2019-20 Budgets for the Commonwealth, Victoria, Western Australia, Tasmania, 
the ACT and the Northern Territory and 2018-19 Mid-Year Budget Reviews for New South Wales, Queensland and South 
Australia. 
Note: ACT Own Source Revenue is inclusive of local government revenue comprising general rates and the City Centre 
Marketing and Improvements Levy. 
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Commonwealth funding represents a lower proportion of the ACT’s total revenue than for 
most other states and territories. However, the ACT’s share of GST is approximately 
24 per cent, or $272.2 million above a population share. There are several reasons for this, 
including the ACT’s inability to apply taxes such as payroll tax and land tax to the 
Commonwealth, as well as a lack of mineral resources.  

On the other hand, the ACT’s low share of National Partnership Payments is largely driven 
by our small share of infrastructure funding, as shown in Box 7.2.1. Taking these payments 
together, the ACT ranks fourth out of all the states and territories on the per capita amount 
of total Commonwealth funding received (see Figure 7.2.3 below). 

Figure 7.2.3: Commonwealth funding per capita, 2019 
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Source: CMTEDD calculation based on the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 
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Box 7.2.1: Infrastructure grants to the states and territories 

The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget allocated a significant amount of expenditure for 
state and territory infrastructure projects from 2019-20 to 2022-23. However, the level of 
Commonwealth infrastructure funding varies widely across the states and territories. 

On a per capita basis, each state and territory is expected to receive the following 
infrastructure funding from the Commonwealth across the forward estimates. 

 NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT AUS 
 $pc $pc $pc $pc $pc $pc $pc $pc $pc 

2018-19 234 126 298 290 433 235 125 743 242 

2019-20 214 166 345 328 354 258 60 945 255 

2020-21 199 174 431 350 225 356 76 685 262 

2021-22 151 209 510 426 177 414 117 593 277 

2022-23 211 314 455 439 229 656 160 1,093 328 
Average 
(including 
2018-19) 

201 200 409 367 283 386 108 812 273 

Average 
(excluding 
2018-19) 

194 217 436 386 246 423 104 829 281 

Source: 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget and CMTEDD calculations. 

The following table presents the per capita allocations as a percentage of the national 
average per capita infrastructure expenditure by the Commonwealth across the forward 
estimates. 

 NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT AUS 
 % % % % % % % % % 

2018-19 97 52 123 120 179 97 52 308 100 

2019-20 84 65 136 129 139 101 24 371 100 

2020-21 76 66 165 134 86 136 29 262 100 

2021-22 55 76 184 154 64 149 42 214 100 

2022-23 64 96 139 134 70 200 49 334 100 
Average (including 2018-19) 74 73 150 134 104 141 40 297 100 
Average (excluding 2018-19) 69 77 155 137 88 151 37 295 100 

Source: 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget and CMTEDD calculations. 
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Total Commonwealth funding to the ACT 

The 2019-20 Budget includes the following estimated payments from the Commonwealth 
Government in 2019-20: 

• General Revenue Assistance: 

- GST of $1.4 billion; representing an increase of $101.6 million compared with the 
ACT’s 2018-19 allocation 

- ACT Municipal Services payments of $40.7 million; representing an increase of 
$0.6 million compared with the allocation provided in 2018-19 

• Payments for specific purposes of $820.7 million;4 representing an increase of 
$22.9 million compared with the allocation provided in 2018-19 

• National Partnership Payments of $106.5 million;5 representing an increase of 
$0.7 million compared with the allocation provided in 2018-19 

• Financial Assistance Grants of $27.5 million; representing a decrease of $26.3 million 
compared with the allocation provided in 2018-19. 

 

4. The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget includes $808.6 million in Specific Purpose Payments in 2019-20 for the ACT. The 
difference between the 2019-20 ACT and Commonwealth budgets primarily relates to different assumptions about 
Health funding, explained in further detail later in this chapter. 

5. The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget includes $107.5 million in National Partnership Payments in 2019-20 for the ACT. 
The difference between the 2019-20 ACT and Commonwealth budgets in 2019-20 relates to the ACT withdrawing 
from the National School Chaplaincy Program from 2019-20 onward, which has funding of $977,000 per annum from 
2019-20 to 2021-22. 

Box 7.2.1: Infrastructure grants to the states and territories (continued) 

The ACT is currently expected to receive approximately $104 per capita in 
Commonwealth infrastructure funding from 2019-20 to 2022-23. This is only 37 per cent 
of the national average per capita expenditure ($281 per capita) and 54 per cent of the 
per capita expenditure of New South Wales, the jurisdiction with the next lowest per 
capita share ($194 per capita). 

If the ACT were to instead receive the national average per capita amount of 
infrastructure expenditure, this would grow the Commonwealth’s contribution by 
$84.4 million in 2019-20 and an average $177 per capita in each year from 2019-20 to 
2022-23. 

The ACT does have somewhat lower than average infrastructure investment needs 
because of our relatively small land mass, our highly urbanised population and higher 
average income compared with other states. However, ongoing and stable infrastructure 
funding support from the Commonwealth is important for maintaining the adequacy of 
government services in the ACT and the wider region. 
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General Revenue Assistance 

General Revenue Assistance transfers are the major source of funding that supports the 
delivery of services in the ACT. General Revenue Assistance transfers are untied, meaning 
that they are not required to be spent on any particular area of service delivery.  

It is estimated they will comprise approximately 26 per cent of the ACT’s General 
Government Sector revenue in 2019-20. Table 7.2.2 below summarises the expected level of 
General Revenue Assistance funding to the ACT across the budget and forward estimates. 

Table 7.2.2: Commonwealth Government General Revenue Assistance funding to the ACT 

 2018-19 2019-20 Variance 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
 Est. out. Budget   Estimate Estimate Estimate 
 $m $m $m % $m $m $m 

GST Revenue 1,308.51 1,410.1 101.6 7.8 1,475.4 1,568.6 1,657.4 
ACT Municipal Services 40.1 40.7 0.6 1.5 41.4 42.0 42.7 
Total General Revenue 

Assistance 
1,348.6 1,450.8 102.2 7.6 1,516.8 1,610.6 1,700.1 

Source: 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
1. Inclusive of a balancing adjustment of $0.5 million for under payment in 2017-18 paid in 2018-19. 

GST revenue 

GST payments represent the single largest component of revenue distributed to the ACT via 
the Commonwealth, which administers the tax. In 2019-20, the ACT is expected to receive 
$1.4 billion in GST. This is $272.2 million more than if the GST were distributed solely on a 
population share across jurisdictions. 

The costs of administrating the GST are borne by the states and territories on a per capita 
basis.  

As such, all receipts that the Commonwealth collects from the GST, less administration 
costs, are distributed to the states and territories in accordance with the principle of 
horizontal fiscal equalisation.  

The ACT’s projected GST grants in the forward estimate years are based on: 

• 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget forward estimates of the GST pool; 

• the Commonwealth Treasury’s forward estimates of the ACT population as a percentage 
of the national total; and 

• the 2019-20 GST relativity for the ACT held constant across the forward estimates. 

The Commonwealth Treasury does not project state and territory shares of GST over the 
forward years. As a result, the GST figures for the forward estimates published in the 
2019-20 ACT Budget are not included in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget GST estimates. 
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The overall movement in GST revenue paid to the ACT since the 2018-19 ACT Budget is 
illustrated in Table 7.2.3 below. It reflects variations arising from the impact of the: 

• Commonwealth’s Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook revisions to the 
2018-19 Budget released on 17 December 2018 

• release of the 2019-20 GST relativities by the Commonwealth Grants Commission on 
28 February 2019 

• 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget released on 2 April 2019.  

These variations include the impact of new GST initiatives since the 2018-19 ACT Budget. 
Key among them was the extension of the GST Compliance Program by four years, which 
has increased projected GST receipts considerably over the forward estimates.  

GST receipts have also been bolstered by the application of the GST to low value imports 
from 1 July 2018. 

The ACT’s estimated GST grants for 2021-22 and 2022-23 also include the impact of the 
Commonwealth’s $600 million top-up payment to the GST funding pool – including the 
indexation of this funding in 2022-23. The total effect on the GST funding pool across those 
two years is approximately $1.2 billion, of which approximately $26.1 million is expected to 
flow to the ACT. These estimates do not, however, include any potential supplementary 
payments from the Commonwealth as part of its legislated guarantee that no state or 
territory will be worse off due to its changes to the GST distribution. 

Table 7.2.3: Reconciliation of GST revenue grants to the ACT 
 

2018-19  ̂

$m 
2019-20 

$m 
2020-21 

$m 
2021-22 

$m 
2022-23 

$m 
2018-19 ACT Budget Jun-18 1,328.3 1,373.1 1,450.8 1,525.1 N/A 

Variation -5.5 -3.9 -10.7 2.1  
2018-19 Commonwealth 

MYEFO1 
Dec-18 1,322.9 1,369.2 1,440.0 1,527.3 N/A 

Variation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
2018-19 ACT Budget Review Feb-19 1,322.9 1,369.2 1,440.0 1,527.3 N/A 

Variation 0.0 65.9 -69.4 73.6  
2019 Update Report2 Feb-19 1,322.9 1,435.1 1,509.4 1,600.8 1,691.5 

Variation -14.4 -25.0 -34.0 -32.2 -34.1 
2019-20 Commonwealth 

Budget3 
Apr-19 

Variation 
1,308.5 

0.0 
1,410.1 

0.0 
1,475.4 

0.0 
1,568.6 

0.0 
1,657.4 

0.0 
2019-20 ACT Budget Jun-18 1,308.5 1,410.1 1,475.4 1,568.6 1,657.4 
Total Variation since 

2018-19 ACT Budget 

 
-19.8 37.0 24.6 43.5 N/A 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding.  ̂Includes a balancing adjustment of +$0.5 million, from 2018-19 
Commonwealth MYEFO onwards, for underpayment in 2017-18. 
Variations: 
1. The 2018-19 Commonwealth MYEFO - Balancing adjustment of +$0.5 million in 2018-19 for underpayment in 2017-18, 

revised state and territory population and GST receipt estimates. 
2. The Commonwealth Grants Commission Report on GST Revenue Sharing Relativities, 2019 Update - Revised GST 

relativities. 
3. The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget: Revised GST receipts and state and territory population estimates. 
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The table above also illustrates the short-term volatility of GST estimates, with different 
drivers of payments such as total GST collections and updates of relativities often affecting 
the ACT’s estimates in opposite directions. 

Of particular note, the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget reduced the estimates of GST 
receipts from 2019-20 to 2022-23 by a total $9.5 billion. This reduction had a significant 
adverse impact on the ACT’s projected GST grant and is the primary driver of the 
$105.6 million reduction in our projected GST grants between the release of the 2019 
Update report and the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget as shown in Table 7.2.3.  

Further discussion on the outlook for GST receipts can be found in the Statement of Risks at 
Appendix K. 

ACT municipal services 

The Commonwealth also provides General Revenue Assistance to the ACT to assist in 
meeting the additional municipal costs that arise from Canberra’s role as the national 
capital. These costs arise from a range of factors, including additional costs incurred from 
the design of Canberra and our inability to levy rates on the Commonwealth. This funding 
also compensates the ACT for additional costs resulting from national capital planning 
influences on the provision of water and sewerage services.  

The level of funding was agreed at the time the ACT was granted self-government and is 
indexed annually by a growth factor comprised of indicators for wage growth and inflation. 

In 2019-20, the ACT is expected to receive $40.7 million from the municipal services grant. 
The ACT’s municipal services grant funding across the forward estimates is shown in 
Table 7.2.4 below. 

Table 7.2.4: ACT municipal services grant funding to the ACT 

 2018-19 2019-20 Variation 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
 Est. out. Budget   Estimate Estimate Estimate 
 $m $m $m % $m $m $m 

ACT municipal services grant 40.1 40.7 0.6 1.5 41.4 42.0 42.7 

Payments for specific purposes 

The Commonwealth provides grants to the ACT for specific purposes to support services in 
health, education, skills and workforce development, and housing.  

These grants include funding under the National Health Reform Agreement, Quality Schools, 
National Housing and Homelessness Agreement and the National Skills and Workforce 
Development Specific Purpose Payment. 
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Current funding levels 

Commonwealth grants to the ACT for specific purposes are projected to be $3.6 billion over 
the budget and forward estimate period. The relative distribution of these payments across 
sectors is outlined in Table 7.2.5. 

Table 7.2.5: Commonwealth payments for specific purposes to the ACT 

  

2018-19 
Est. out. 

2019-20 
Budget 

Variation  
2018-19 and 

2019-20 

2020-21 
Estimate 

2021-22 
Estimate 

2022-23 
Estimate 

  $m $m $m % $m $m $m 
National Health Reform  413.4 423.8 10.4 2.5 451.3 480.5 511.8 
Quality Schools funding 332.8 344.1 11.3 3.4 364.3 378.3 399.6 
National Skills and Workforce 

Development 
25.6 26.1 0.5 1.8 26.6 27.1 27.7 

National Housing and 
Homelessness Agreement 

26.0 26.7 0.7 2.7 27.5 26.2 26.8 

Total Specific Purpose 
Payments 

797.8 820.7 22.9 2.9 869.6 912.2 965.9 

Source: The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget and CMTEDD calculations. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. See Table 7.2.8 for detailed information on payments and explanatory 
information. 

Health funding 

Under the current health funding arrangements, the Commonwealth is committed to fund 
45 per cent of the efficient growth in hospital activity levels, capped at 6.5 per cent 
per annum nationally.  

Conditions to funding, including in relation to avoidable hospital re-admissions, unsafe care 
and data reporting, are progressively being applied by the Commonwealth. The current 
agreement is due to expire in mid-2020. 

In early 2018, the ACT Government signed a Heads of Agreement on Public Hospital Funding 
and Health Reform to ensure appropriate funding for public hospitals in the ACT until 
2024-25. The Commonwealth is committed to work with states and territories on long-term 
reforms to improve health outcomes and agreed to continue to meet 45 per cent of the cost 
of activity under existing arrangements, up to a national funding cap of 6.5 per cent. Health 
Ministers are currently developing the 2020-25 Health Reform Agreement for consideration 
and approval by the Council of Australian Governments before the end of 2019. 

The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget estimates for the ACT provide an annual average 
growth rate of 6.1 per cent over the forward estimates. Our estimates, reflecting more 
recent activity forecasts, suggest a higher average annual growth rate of 6.5 per cent over 
the forward estimates. We are anticipating a reconciliation payment of around $7.6 million 
for higher levels of growth than budgeted by the Commonwealth for 2018-19, to be paid in 
2019-20.  
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The Commonwealth has committed to provide additional funding to the ACT if growth in 
National Health Reform funding is lower than growth in the Consumer Price Index and 
population in a given year. The amount payable will depend on final entitlements to 
National Health Reform funding from 2017-18 to 2019-20. 

Schools funding 

In December 2018, the ACT and the Commonwealth signed the National School Reform 
Bilateral Agreement on school funding. As part of this agreement, the Commonwealth has 
committed to transition funding consistent with their shares of the needs-based Schooling 
Resource Standard. The Commonwealth’s shares of the Schooling Resource Standard are 
20 per cent for government schools and 80 per cent for non-government schools. 
Commonwealth funding under the bilateral agreement will transition ACT government 
schools up to a 20 per cent share of the Schooling Resource Standard over six years, with 
the transition down to 80 per cent for non-government schools phased over 10 years. 
Through these funding arrangements, the non-government sector will receive less 
Commonwealth funding as they transition towards the Schooling Resource Standard while 
government schools will receive a modest increase. 

In addition to transition arrangements, the Commonwealth is currently reviewing the 
socio-economic status score methodology for non-government schools and has indicated 
that it intends to use a direct measure of parental income to determine the capacity of each 
school community to contribute to their school from 2020. The ACT Government has 
committed to the outcome of this review which may increase or decrease Commonwealth 
funding to this sector. Due to uncertainty surrounding the implementation of this review 
and its impact on socio-economic status scores, revised funding contributions to the 
non-government sector have not been reflected in the Commonwealth or Territory budgets. 

The ACT Budget reflects the Commonwealth’s 2019-20 Budget estimates, including 
additional Quality Schools funding allocations across the non-government schooling sector 
for student growth and identification of students requiring additional needs.  

Skills and workforce development funding 

Under the National Agreement for Skills and Workforce Development, the ACT, along with 
all other jurisdictions, receives a Specific Purpose Payment for the provision of vocational 
education and training services. This payment is partially tied – it must be used to fund 
services related to skills and workforce development, but the exact use of the funding is at 
the discretion of the states and territories. 

The National Skills and Workforce Development Specific Purpose Payment is determined 
through the annual indexation by wage and consumer prices of the base level of funding 
provided in 2009-10. In 2019-20, we are expected to receive $26.1 million in funding under 
this payment. 
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Disability funding 

The ACT signed the Bilateral Agreement on the National Disability Insurance Scheme in 
March 2019. It reflects the shared responsibilities of the Commonwealth and ACT 
Government for the National Disability Insurance Scheme and locks in arrangements for 
both Governments to make ongoing, up-front funding contributions to the scheme. This 
agreement will take effect from 1 July 2019.  

Due to the implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme, the ACT does not 
receive a Specific Purpose Payment for disability services. 

Affordable housing funding 

The ACT receives funding for the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement which was 
signed in June 2018. The Agreement recognises the mutual interest of the Commonwealth 
and the states and territories in improving outcomes across the housing spectrum, including 
outcomes for Australians who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. The agreement 
includes ACT specific actions around the provision of housing and homelessness services 
and mandates states to have publicly available housing and homelessness strategies. The 
ACT Housing Strategy 2018 fulfils the requirement to provide a publicly available housing 
and homelessness strategy.  

The National Housing and Homelessness Agreement covers the full housing spectrum, from 
homelessness, through public housing and affordable rental home purchase opportunities, 
through to supporting a sustainable, diverse and equitable supply of housing for the ACT 
community.  

National Partnership Payments 

The Commonwealth provides National Partnership Payments to the states and territories to 
support the delivery of specified projects, facilitate reforms, or reward those that deliver on 
national reforms or achieve service delivery improvements. 

National Partnership Agreements are typically entered into for a fixed period, reflecting the 
nature of the project or reform involved. Payments are generally aligned with the 
achievement of milestones and are made after specific outcomes or outputs have been 
achieved. The sectors in which these payments are made to the ACT are shown in 
Table 7.2.6. 
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Table 7.2.6: Commonwealth National Partnership Payments to the ACT 

 

2018-19 
Est. out 

. 

2019-20 
Estimate 

 

Variation 
2018-19 and 

2019-20 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
 $m $m $m % $m $m $m 

Health 7.8 4.7 -3.1 -39.7 2.8 2.4 9.8 
Education and Early 

Childhood 
10.2 9.5 -0.7 -6.9 6.8 0.0 0.0 

Skil ls and Workforce 
Development 

4.9 4.9 0.0 -0.1 4.0 4.0 0.0 

Community Services 0.9 47.2 46.3 # 16.8 17.4 18.0 
Affordable Housing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Infrastructure 53.0 26.1 -26.9 -50.7 33.7 52.9 73.8 
Environment 17.3 1.9 -15.4 -89.0 11.9 10.0 0.0 
Other 11.7 12.2 0.5 3.9 5.5 5.7 5.7 
Total NP Payments 105.8 106.5 0.7 0.7 81.6 92.5 107.3 

Source: ACT Government expected payments derived from 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget and CMTEDD calculations. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. See Table 7.2.8 for detailed information on payments and explanatory 
information. A “#” indicates a variance of greater than 999 per cent. 

Expiring National Partnership Payments 

The states and territories provided a joint report to the Commonwealth on their position on 
national partnership agreements and their associated national partnership payments due to 
expire in 2018-19 and 2019-20 in October 2018. The report did not provide joint positions 
on expiring national partnership agreements for infrastructure funding. 

The report identified the following key agreements as priorities for renewal:  

• Universal Access to Early Childhood Education 

• Public Dental Services for Adults 

• Legal Assistance Services 

• Pay Equity for the Social and Community Services Sector 

• Management of the Former Rum Jungle Mine Site. 

The following four National Partnership Agreements, to which the ACT is a signatory, are 
due to expire by the end of 2018-19, with a combined value of $45.3 million in 2018-19. This 
list excludes agreements which were scheduled to expire in 2018-19, but have been 
allocated funding beyond 2018-19 in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 

• Asset Recycling Initiative – the ACT is expected to receive $44.3 million from this 
agreement in 2018-19. As this is an infrastructure agreement, the joint report did not 
present a position on whether it should be renewed. 
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• Pay Equity for the Social and Community Services Sector – funding for this agreement in 
2018-19 was incorporated into the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement, 
amounting to $923,000 in 2018-19. The joint report noted that funding under this 
agreement was rolled into the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement, but 
emphasised the need for ongoing funding certainty. Funding will continue for this 
initiative under the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement across the forward 
estimates. 

• Managing Established Pest Animals and Weeds – this agreement provided $42,000 to 
the ACT in 2018-19, and was recommended to be renewed in the joint report. 

• National Quality Agenda for Early Childhood Education and Care – the ACT received no 
funding under this agreement in 2018-19, and it was recommended to be renewed in 
the joint report. 

The following six National Partnership Agreements, to which the ACT is a signatory, are 
expected to expire in 2019-20, with a combined value of $8.795 million in 2018-19 and 
$8.291 million in 2019-20 (including agreements due to expire in 2018-19, but which have 
been allocated funding in 2019-20 in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget). This list excludes 
agreements which were scheduled to expire in 2019-20, but have been allocated funding 
beyond 2019-20 in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 

• Legal Assistance Services – this agreement is expected to provide $6.019 million in 
2018-19 and $6.120 million in 2019-20. This agreement was recommended for renewal 
in the joint report, emphasising the support that it provides to the provision of legal 
assistance services to disadvantaged and vulnerable Australians. The joint report called 
on the Commonwealth to assure that funding to support a national legal assistance 
program will continue after the expiry of this agreement. 

• Public Dental Services for Adults – the ACT is expected to receive $1.449 million in 
2018-19 and $967,000 in 2019-20 under this agreement. This agreement was 
recommended for renewal in the joint report, noting that it supports the provision of 
dental treatments to patients at a high risk of oral health problems, particularly 
indigenous Australians. The joint report also noted that this agreement had been given 
several short term renewals which have shifted funding responsibilities onto the states 
and territories. The joint report called on the Commonwealth to engage in consultation 
for a long term arrangement for the sustainable provision of public dental services to 
at-risk adults. This agreement was due to expire on 30 June 2019, but has been allocated 
funding in 2019-20 in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 

• Family Advocacy and Support Services – this agreement is expected to provide $555,000 
to the ACT in 2018-19 and $730,000 in 2019-20, and was recommended to be renewed 
in the joint report. 

• Implementing Water Reform in the Murray-Darling Basin – this agreement is expected to 
provide $327,000 per annum in both 2018-19 and 2019-20, and was recommended to 
be renewed in the joint report. 
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• Suicide Prevention – this agreement is expected to provide the ACT $300,000 in 2018-19 
and has no allocated funding in 2019-20. The joint report did not present a position on 
whether this agreement should be renewed. 

• OzFoodNet Program – this agreement is expected to provide $145,000 in 2018-19 and 
$147,000 in 2019-20, and was recommended to be renewed in the joint report. 

Universal Access to Early Childhood Education, identified as a key agreement in the joint 
report as referenced above, is currently due to expire on 30 June 2020. However, the 
2019-20 Commonwealth Budget has provisioned funding for the agreement in 2020-21; 
indicating that a further extension of the agreement for that financial year is likely. This 
would be the sixth such short-term extension to the Universal Access to Early Childhood 
Education agreement. The joint report emphasised that continual short-term extensions 
compromises the ability of early childhood education providers to confirm staffing, 
timetables and enrolments, which in turn impacts on children and their parents. We will 
continue to engage with the Commonwealth jointly with the states and the Northern 
Territory to ensure funding certainty for the early childhood sector. 

The National School Chaplaincy Program was extended in 2018-19, with the renewed 
agreement running until 20 June 2023. The ACT had made a request to the Commonwealth 
that funding under the National School Chaplaincy Program be extended to secular youth 
support workers. This request was rejected by the Commonwealth. 

Because of this decision, the National School Chaplaincy Program was determined to be 
incompatible with our commitment to non-discriminatory schooling for children in the ACT. 
As a result, the ACT will no longer accept federal funding for school chaplain positions in ACT 
public schools. Non-government schools in the ACT are still able to access funding under the 
National School Chaplaincy Program. 

The Land Transport Infrastructure agreement was extended and signed by the ACT in 
2018-19. The renewed agreement will expire 30 June 2024. The renewal of this agreement 
was welcomed by the ACT, in acknowledgement of the certainty of funding it provides for 
road and rail infrastructure in the ACT and the surrounding region over the five-year period 
it will be active. 

New National Partnership Payments 

The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget announced the following new National Partnership 
Agreements, which included allocations of funding for the ACT. 

• Community Health, Hospitals and Infrastructure projects – this is expected to provide 
$15.0 million over four years for health infrastructure and services, including funding for 
an expansion of the intensive care unit at Canberra Hospital. 

• Comprehensive palliative care across the life course – this is expected to provide 
$722,000 over four years to improve palliative care and end-of-life coordination for 
older Australians living in residential aged care. 
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• Murray-Darling Basin water infrastructure program – this is expected to provide 
$20.7 million over three years to undertake efficiency measures under the Water for the 
Environment Special Account in the Murray-Darling Basin. 

• Prepared Communities – this is expected to provide a one-off payment of $250,000 in 
2018-19 to improve community preparedness for natural disasters. 

In addition, the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget also includes a range of new and previously 
announced National Partnership Agreements for which state and territory allocations are 
yet to be determined for some or all future years, but for which the ACT has been identified 
as potentially receiving funding. Consequently, the 2019-20 ACT Budget does not include 
estimates of funding for these agreements where allocations have not been provided: 

• Development of Business Cases for Constraints Measures and Potential Implementation 
(previously announced; no allocation provided) 

• Disaster Risk Reduction (new agreement, no allocation provided) 

• Family law information sharing (new agreement; no allocation provided) 

• Health Innovation Fund (previously announced; no allocation provided) 

• National Forest Industry Plan (previously announced; no allocation provided) 

• Small Business Regulatory Reform (previously announced and allocated; however, state 
funding has been unallocated since the 2018-19 MYEFO and total Commonwealth 
funding for this agreement has been re-profiled) 

• Social Impact Investments (previously announced; no allocation provided) 

• Specialist Dementia Care (new agreement; no allocation provided) 

• Water Infrastructure Development Fund (previously announced; no allocation provided). 

Financial Assistance Grants to Local Government 

Financial Assistance Grants are paid to state governments for provision to local 
governments according to distributions recommended by the State Grants Commissions. 
Financial Assistance Grants to local government are untied and can be spent according to 
local government priorities.  

As the ACT Government has responsibility for both state and municipal functions, the 
Financial Assistance Grants are paid directly to the ACT to be spent according to our budget 
priorities. The ACT receives approximately two per cent of the Financial Assistance Grants 
pool. 

Financial Assistance Grants payments are made up of two components: general purpose 
funding and identified local road funding. The general purpose component is divided 
amongst the states and territories on an equal per capita basis.  
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The identified local roads funding shares were agreed at the 1990 Special Premiers 
Conference and are based on historical road lengths from 1991-92. The ACT’s share is 
3.2 per cent. 

The ACT’s Financial Assistance Grants funding is shown in Table 7.2.7 below. 

Table 7.2.7: Commonwealth Government Financial Assistance Grants funding to the ACT 

 2018-19 2019-20 Variation 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
 Est. out. Budget   Estimate Estimate Estimate 
 $m $m $m % $m $m $m 

Financial Assistance Grants 53.9 27.5 -26.3 -48.9 57.3 59.8 62.5 

Source: 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget. 

The reduction in Financial Assistance Grants in 2019-20 compared to 2018-19 is due to a 
Commonwealth decision to bring forward half of its funding to the ACT for 2019-20 into 
2018-19. This increased our Financial Assistance Grant in 2018-19 by $27.5 million when 
compared to the 2018-19 ACT Budget Review, while reducing our grant for 2019-20 by the 
same amount. The Commonwealth has made an equivalent adjustment of this kind in every 
Commonwealth Budget since 2015-16. 

Total Commonwealth funding to the ACT 

The ACT Government’s expected revenue transfers from the Commonwealth Government 
during 2019-20 and across the forward estimates are detailed in Table 7.2.8. The amounts 
may not match those published in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget as the ACT includes 
in our budget amounts that are presently considered likely to be received, based on details 
known about each payment.  

Table 7.2.8: Total Commonwealth Funding to the ACT 

2018-19 
Budget 

 
$’000 

 
FUNDING CATEGORIES 

2018-19 
Est. 

outcome 
$’000 

2019-20 
Budget 

 
$’000 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
$’000  

General Revenue Assistance 
     

40,116 ACT Municipal Services 40,116 40,717 41,369 41,989 42,703 
1,328,348 GST Revenue 1,308,498 1,410,123 1,475,401 1,568,639 1,657,438 
1,368,464 Total General Revenue 

Assistance 
1,348,614 1,450,840 1,516,770 1,610,628 1,700,141 

        
Health Services 

     

391,215 National Health Reform 
Funding – Hospital 
Services1 

406,678 416,644 443,726 472,568 503,285 

6,820 National Health Reform 
Funding – Public Health1 

6,759 7,182 7,567 7,976 8,494 

398,035 Total Health Services SPP 413,437 423,826 451,293 480,544 511,779 

Note: 
1. The National Health Reform (NHR) funding in the 2019-20 ACT Budget does not match the 2019-20 Commonwealth 

Budget estimates, as their estimates are based on lower activity levels than currently forecast by ACT Health. 
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2018-19 
Budget 

 
$’000 

 
FUNDING CATEGORIES 

2018-19 
Est. 

outcome 
$’000 

2019-20 
Budget 

 
$’000 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
$’000  

Health Services NPPs 
     

n/a Additional assistance for 
public hospitals2 

0 0 0 0 0 

n/a Comprehensive palliative care 
across the l ife course 

0 167 176 185 194 

~ Expansion of BreastScreen 
Australia program 

245 248 252 0 0 

~ National Bowel Cancer 
Screening Program – 
participant follow-up 
function 

176 191 195 195 0 

145 OzFoodNet 145 147 0 0 0 
n/a Specialist Dementia Care 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
37 Vaccine-Preventable Diseases 

Surveillance 
37 38 0 0 0 

 Health Infrastructure NPPs      
n/a Expansion of Clare Holland 

House 
4,000 0 0 0 0 

 Other Health NPPs      
n/a Community Health, Hospitals 

and Infrastructure projects 
784 2,250 1,460 1,480 9,000 

0 Encouraging More Clinical 
Trials in Australia 

153 153 153 0 0 

0 Electronic recording and 
reporting of controlled 
drugs3 

0 0 0 0 0 

208 Essential Vaccines 522 547 551 559 565 
0 Health Innovation Fund 0 0 ~ 0 0 
~ Public Dental Services for 

Adults 
1,449 967 0 0 0 

~ Suicide Prevention 300 0 0 0 0 
390 Total Health Services NPPs 7,811 4,708 2,787 2,419 9,759 

398,425 Total Health Services 421,248 428,534 454,080 482,963 521,538 
       
 Education and Early 

Childhood 
     

107,046 Quality Schools – Government 107,310 119,860 133,099 146,847 161,642 
208,746 Quality Schools – 

Non-Government4, 5 
225,504 224,243 231,166 231,456 237,960 

315,792 Total Quality Schools Funding 332,814 344,103 364,265 378,303 399,602 
 Education and Early 

Childhood NPPs 
     

Notes: 
2. Under this agreement, the Territory would receive additional Commonwealth funding if growth in NHR funding is 

lower than growth in CPI and population in 2018-19. As this is unlikely to be the case, the 2019-20 ACT Budget has not 
included the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget estimates for this agreement. 

3. The ACT will not receive Commonwealth funding under this agreement. Instead, the Commonwealth will directly fund 
the integration of the Territory and Commonwealth systems. 

4. The Quality Schools funding for non-government schools for the 2018-19 estimated outcome is higher than the 
estimates published in the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget due to the Commonwealth providing a higher level of 
funding than estimated in their budget papers. 

5. These amounts exclude the GST component of non-government school funding. 
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2018-19 
Budget 

 
$’000 

 
FUNDING CATEGORIES 

2018-19 
Est. 

outcome 
$’000 

2019-20 
Budget 

 
$’000 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

~ Money Smart Teaching 140 140 140 0 0 
0 National School Chaplaincy 

Programme6 
977 0 0 0 0 

9,105 Universal access to early 
childhood education 

9,105 9,375 6,704 0 0 

9,105 Total Education and Early 
Childhood NPPs 

10,222 9,515 6,844 0 0 

324,897 Total Education and Early 
Childhood 

343,036 353,618 371,109 378,303 399,602 

       

 Skills and Workforce 
Development 

     

25,311 National Skills and Workforce 
Development SPP 

25,581 26,054 26,586 27,125 27,666 

 Skills and Workforce 
Development NPPs 

     

5,000 Skil ling Australians Fund 4,896 4,893 4,001 3,999 0 
5,000 Total Skills and Workforce 

Development NPPs 
4,896 4,893 4,001 3,999 0 

30,311 Total Skills and Workforce 
Development 

30,477 30,947 30,587 31,124 27,666 

       
 Community Services      

 Community Services NPPs      

0 Pay equity for the social and 
community services sector 

923 0 0 0 0 

30,899 Payments from the 
DisabilityCare Australia 
Fund 

0 47,204 16,835 17,424 18,034 

30,899 Total Community Services 
NPPs 

923 47,204 16,835 17,424 18,034 

30,899 Total Community Services 923 47,204 16,835 17,424 18,034 
       
 Affordable Housing      

25,758 National Housing and 
Homelessness Agreement 

26,003 26,713 27,498 26,245 26,754 

25,758 Total Affordable Housing 
SPPs 

26,003 26,713 27,498 26,245 26,754 

 Affordable Housing NPPs      

~ National Regulatory System 
for Community Housing 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 Social Impact Investments 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
0 Total Affordable Housing 

NPPs 
0 0 0 0 0 

25,758 Total Affordable Housing 26,003 26,713 27,498 26,245 26,754 
       

Note: 
6. The 2019-20 ACT Budget does not include the 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget estimates for the Project Agreement 

for the National School Chaplaincy Programme for 2019-20 onwards, as the Territory is not participating in this 
agreement beyond 30 June 2019. 
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2018-19 
Budget 

 
$’000 

 
FUNDING CATEGORIES 

2018-19 
Est. 

outcome 
$’000 

2019-20 
Budget 

 
$’000 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

 Infrastructure      
 Infrastructure Investment 

Program 
     

1,371 Black Spot Projects 1,371 1,662 1,639 1,639 1,639 
1,200 Bridges Renewal Programme 1,200 1,523 1,292 1,852 1,455 

0 Heavy Vehicle Safety and 
Productivity 

0 423 425 582 1,113 

0 Major projects business case 
fund 

0 0 0 1 51 

3,694 Road Investment Component 1,022 7,872 17,172 36,022 55,994 
248 Roads of Strategic Importance 0 0 697 773 486 

1,461 Roads to Recovery 4,991 7,970 7,970 7,970 7,970 
0 Urban congestion fund 15 6,646 4,470 4,052 5,052 

 Infrastructure Growth 
Package 

     

44,313 Asset Recycling Initiative 44,354 0 0 0 0 
52,287 Total Infrastructure 52,953 26,096 33,665 52,891 73,760 

 Environment      
 Environment NPPs      

~ Development of Business 
Cases for Constraints 
Measures and Potential 
Implementation 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

n/a Disaster Risk Reduction 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
327 Implementing water reform in 

the Murray-Darling Basin 
327 327 0 0 0 

~ Management of Established 
Pests and Weeds 

42 0 0 0 0 

n/a Murray-Darling Basin water 
infrastructure program 

0 200 10,500 10,000 0 

0 National Forest Industry Plan 0 0 ~ ~ 0 
n/a On-farm Emergency Water 

Infrastructure Rebate 
Scheme 

760 780 760 0 0 

n/a Prepared communities 250 0 0 0 0 
17,171 Sustainable Rural Water Use 

and Infrastructure Program 
15,902 600 669 0 0 

0 Water Infrastructure 
Development Fund 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

17,498 Total Environment 17,281 1,907 11,929 10,000 0 
       

 Other      

 Other NPPs      

555 Family advocacy and support 
services7 

555 730 0 0 0 

n/a Family law information 
sharing 

0 ~ ~ ~ 0 

6,019 Legal assistance services 6,019 6,120 0 0 0 
Note: 
7. This NPP has been re-classified from ‘Community Services’ to ‘Other’. 
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2018-19 
Budget 

 
$’000 

 
FUNDING CATEGORIES 

2018-19 
Est. 

outcome 
$’000 

2019-20 
Budget 

 
$’000 

2020-21 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2021-22 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

2022-23 
Estimate 

 
$’000 

5,156 Provision of Fire Fighting 
Services8 

5,156 5,337 5,523 5,717 5,717 

3,800 Small Business Regulatory 
Reform9 

~ ~ ~ 0 0 

15,530 Total Other NPPs 11,730 12,187 5,523 5,717 5,717 
26,326 Financial assistance to local 

governments – Financial 
Assistance Grant program 

53,785 27,458 57,323 59,796 62,488 

41,856 Total Other Payments 65,515 39,645 62,846 65,513 68,205 
       

2,290,395 Total Commonwealth 
Government Funding 

2,306,050 2,405,504 2,525,319 2,675,091 2,835,700 

Source: The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget and CMTEDD calculations. 
Notes: The symbol ~ indicates that the allocation has not yet been determined by the Commonwealth; n/a indicates that 
the agreement had not been announced at the time of the 2018-19 ACT Budget. 
8. The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget has NFP for 2022-23 for this agreement as the current agreement expires in 

2021-22 and a new agreement is currently under negotiation. The estimates included in the 2019-20 ACT Budget 
assume that the funding for 2022-23 will remain at the same level as for 2021-22. 

9. The 2019-20 Commonwealth Budget has unallocated previously allocated state funding for this initiative and 
re-profiled the total funding for this agreement. As such, the 2019-20 ACT Budget does not include any revenue in its 
estimates for this agreement. 

Drivers of ACT GST estimates 

Horizontal fiscal equalisation methodology 

The methodology for horizontal fiscal equalisation is set out in the Report on GST Revenue 
Sharing Relativities, 2015 Review and the most recent GST relativity update – currently the 
Report on GST Revenue Sharing Relativities 2019 Update.  

Using this methodology and data for the three most recent full financial years (2015-16 to 
2017-18 for the 2019 update), the Commonwealth Grants Commission makes assessments 
on the level of expenditure that each state and territory requires to provide services and the 
capacity of each state and territory to generate their own revenue.  

These assessments are made on the basis of the economic, demographic and institutional 
characteristics of the states and territories. They capture the differences in the costs 
required to provide the same level of services and the ability to generate revenue from 
available sources if each jurisdiction made the same effort to earn its own revenues and 
operated at the same level of efficiency. 

The revenue assessments are added to the additional Commonwealth support each state 
and territory receives, which are then deducted from assessed expenses to determine each 
state and territory’s GST requirement. Each state and territory’s GST requirement per 
person is then compared with the national average GST grant per person to determine its 
GST relativity, reflecting the differences in fiscal capacity between jurisdictions. 
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Historically the ACT is has had a below average fiscal capacity, resulting in our jurisdiction 
typically having a GST relativity above one. This is mainly due to our below average capacity 
to raise revenue – the ACT has no mining industry and relatively low revenue raising 
capacity from land tax and stamp duty.  

We also receive below average revenue from Commonwealth payments. Partially offsetting 
this low revenue raising capacity, the ACT’s assessed cost of providing services is below 
average as a result of the lower demands for services from our urbanised, higher 
socio-economic status population compared with other jurisdictions. This counterbalances 
the impact on expenditure needs of our small population relative to the minimum size of 
government and above average wage costs. 

Commonwealth Grants Commission report on GST revenue sharing 
relativities 2019 Update 

The latest assessments in the 2019 update led to an increase in the ACT’s GST relativity 
compared with the 2018 update, reflecting a weakened fiscal capacity relative to other 
jurisdictions. The relativities were subsequently adopted by the Commonwealth Treasurer 
on 14 March 2019 and will be used to distribute GST revenue in 2019-20. 

Table 7.2.9 shows the per capita relativities to be used for distributing the GST revenue 
among the states and territories in 2019-20. It also shows state and territory shares of the 
GST revenue for 2019-20 and the amounts per jurisdiction in dollar and per capita terms at 
the time of release of the 2019 update by the Commonwealth Grants Commission. 
Comparisons are shown with the relativities, shares and amounts for 2018-19. 

Table 7.2.9: GST relativities, shares and distribution in 2018-19 and 2019-20(a) 

  Relativities GST shares GST distribution 

  2018-19  
2019-20  

2018-19 
% 

2019-20 
% 

2018-19 
$m 

2019-20 
$m 

New South Wales 0.85517 0.87013  27.4 27.9 18,257 19,269 
Victoria 0.98670 0.98273  25.6 25.7 17,074 17,734 
Queensland 1.09584 1.05370  22.0 21.1 14,630 14,558 
Western Australia 0.47287 0.51842  4.9 5.4 3,271 3,694 
South Australia 1.47727 1.46552  10.2 10.1 6,815 6,946 
Tasmania 1.76706 1.75576  3.7 3.6 2,469 2,513 
Australian Capital Territory 1.18070 1.23759  2.0 2.1 1,322 1,435 
Northern Territory 4.25816 4.26735  4.2 4.1 2,792 2,860 
Total 1.00000 1.00000  100.0 100.0 66,630 69,010 

Source: Commonwealth Grants Commission calculation. 
Notes: Numbers may not add and percentages may not add to 100 per cent due to rounding. 
Numbers are exclusive of adjustment for overpayment in 2017-18. 
(a) As at the release of the 2019 Update on 28 February 2019. 

Overall, New South Wales, Western Australia, the ACT and the Northern Territory received 
an increase in their GST shares, while Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania all 
saw a reduction in the 2019 update. 
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The Commonwealth Grants Commission’s 2019 update highlights that the assessed fiscal 
capacity of the states and territories continues to reflect both underlying differences in their 
economic, social and demographic fundamentals, and differences between jurisdictions in 
the timing and nature of their economic cycles. 

Key reasons for changes in the distribution of the GST in the 2019 update were: 

• differences in the rate of growth in the value of property sales, in particular above 
average sales growth in Victoria, the ACT and Tasmania, below average growth in 
Queensland and South Australia and falls in sales in Western Australia and the Northern 
Territory 

• increases in the value of coal production and a decline in Western Australia’s mining 
revenue capacity from North West Shelf royalties 

• slow wage growth in Western Australia and the Northern Territory, compared with 
above average wage growth in the other states and territories 

• a significant reduction in Queensland’s net natural disaster relief expenses and new data 
from all states and territories which exclude local government natural disaster relief 
expenses 

• reductions in the share of Commonwealth payments to New South Wales, Victoria, 
Western Australia and the ACT 

• differences in the rate of growth in taxable land values, in particular faster growth in 
New South Wales compared to the other states and territories 

• above average growth in taxable payrolls in New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, the 
ACT and the Northern Territory, compared to below average growth in QLD and a fall in 
payrolls in WA 

• a tripling of total State investment in urban transport over the period 2014-15 to 
2017-18, increasing the assessed needs of New South Wales and Victoria, as well as an 
increase in rural road investment, increasing the Northern Territory’s assessed needs 

• increased population growth rates in Queensland, Tasmania and the ACT and reduced 
rates in Western Australia and South Australia. Revised Australian Bureau of Statistics 
population growth estimates also increased the Northern Territory’s share. 

The ACT’s fiscal capacity was assessed to be weaker in the 2019 update relative to the 
2018 update, which resulted in an increase to our GST relativity. The ACT’s relativity 
increased due to a number of factors including: 

• an increase in the ACT’s share of national population growth, increasing assessed 
investment needs 

• above average growth in wage levels increasing assessed service delivery costs 
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• growth in the value of coal production in Queensland and New South Wales, reducing 
the ACT’s relative revenue raising capacity. 

These were partly offset by: 

• above average growth in the value of property sales, increasing the ACT’s revenue 
raising capacity 

• growth in total urban transport investment, increasing the GST share of the larger states 
at the expense of the smaller jurisdictions due to their higher assessed investment 
needs. 

The ACT is now expected to receive $272.2 million above our population share of GST in 
2019-20. Our GST relativity is above the eleven-year historical average of 1.18765 (as 
calculated over the period 2009-10 to 2019-20), as illustrated by Figure 7.2.4. 

Figure 7.2.4: ACT historic GST revenue sharing relativities, 2009-10 to 2019-20 
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Copies of the ACT’s submissions to the 2019 update are available on the Commonwealth 
Grants Commission’s website (www.cgc.gov.au). 

Update on the 2020 Review 

Every five years, the Commonwealth Grants Commission undertakes a review of the 
methodology underpinning the system of horizontal fiscal equalisation. The current review 
is due to be completed by February 2020. The methodologies developed through this 
process will be used to distribute the GST pool among the states and territories for the five 
years from 2020-21 to 2024-25. 
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During 2018-19, the Commonwealth Grants Commission released draft staff assessment 
papers for the 2020 Review, which were followed by submissions from the states and 
territories and workplace discussions to further explore issues raised in the draft assessment 
papers.  

In addition to a submission covering all of the assessment categories, the ACT provided a 
more detailed rejoinder submission and a supplementary submission outlining our 
arguments for the ongoing provision of a GST allowance to capture the impact of our status 
as the national capital on the cost of service delivery and of providing services to residents 
of New South Wales (see Box 7.2.2). 

In addition to our submissions, the ACT hosted the Commissioners of the Commonwealth 
Grants Commission for a series of workplace discussions held from 15 to 17 August 2018. 
These discussions allowed the ACT to present to the Commissioners on the special 
characteristics and circumstances that impact on service delivery and revenue raising in the 
ACT. The ACT Chief Minister and Treasurer also engaged with the Commissioners to present 
the Government’s view on the state and future outlook of federal financial relations and the 
distribution of the GST. 

The Commonwealth Grants Commission is expected to release the draft 2020 Review report 
in June 2019 for consultation with the states and territories. Commonwealth Grants 
Commission staff are also expected to visit the states and territories during 2019-20 to 
discuss the draft report with officials from the state and territory governments. Copies of 
the ACT’s submissions to the 2020 Review are available on the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission’s website (www.cgc.gov.au). 

Box 7.2.2: National capital and cross border costs 

Under the GST distribution methodology established in the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission’s 2015 Review, the ACT receives additional GST revenue due to the impact 
of Canberra’s status as the national capital and the influence of the National Capital Plan 
on our costs of delivering state and territory-type services. The methodology also 
provides for the ACT to receive additional GST revenue due to the costs we incur 
providing such services to residents of New South Wales for which we do not receive 
compensation under an intergovernmental agreement with the New South Wales 
government. 

The Commonwealth Grants Commission’s draft assessment papers on the 2020 Review 
have revisited these allowances and sought evidence on the costs that national capital 
influences and cross border service usage impose on the ACT. As a result, we have 
comprehensively estimated the total cost that these two factors impose on our budget 
for the first time since the 2004 Review. 

The total unavoidable costs incurred by the ACT as a result of Canberra’s status as the 
national capital are approximately $30 million a year. 

 

http://www.cgc.gov.au/
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Box 7.2.2: National capital and cross border costs (continued): 

These costs arise from the impact of the National Capital Plan on our planning and 
development costs, including for light rail and other capital works, the costs of operating 
a leasehold land management system, maintaining urban open space and wide arterial 
roads and avenues and providing protective services to the Commonwealth. 

The total unavoidable costs incurred by the ACT from providing services to residents of 
New South Wales which are not compensated for through an agreement with the New 
South Wales government are approximately $39 million a year. These costs are incurred 
through the provision of hospital and community health services, as well as welfare 
services relating to homelessness, out of home care and justice services to residents of 
New South Wales. 

Details on the calculation of these cost estimates can be found in the ACT’s submissions 
to the Commonwealth Grants Commission on the 2020 Review draft assessment papers. 

The ACT will continue to engage with the Commonwealth Grants Commission on these 
issues throughout 2019-20. Moreover, the process has provided an opportunity for 
closer engagement with the Commonwealth and New South Wales governments, 
including on the costs incurred by Canberra’s status as the national capital.  

In particular, through the Canberra Region Joint Organisation, the ACT has called on the 
New South Wales and Commonwealth governments to support a Canberra region deal 
to shape the future of the Canberra region. This plan acknowledges that the ACT is 
uniquely important to the Commonwealth as the national capital and is also a critical 
partner for the New South Wales government in providing services to thousands of their 
residents in the Canberra region. 

The proposed Canberra region deal would enhance transport and connectivity for 
passengers and freight, improving tourism and other economic activities. It would also 
create a more borderless approach to service delivery for the ACT and South-East New 
South Wales to enhance the delivery of healthcare, higher education, waste 
management and recycling in the region, and support Canberra’s continued 
d l    l l b f  d  l   
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